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Carbon storage in saline formations is considered as a promising option to ensure the necessary decrease of
CO2 anthropogenic emissions. Its industrial development in those formations is above all conditioned by its
safety demonstration. Assessing the evolution of trapped and mobile CO2 across time is essential in the
perspective of reducing leakage risks. In this work, we focus on residual trapping phenomenon occurring
during the wetting of the injected CO2 plume. History dependent effects are of first importance when dealing
with capillary trapping. We then apply the classical fractional flow theory (Buckley-Leverett type model) and
include trapping and hysteresis models; we derive an analytical solution for the temporal evolution of
saturation profile and of CO2 trapped quantity when injecting water after the gas injection (“artificial
imbibition”). The comparison to numerical simulations for different configurations shows satisfactory match
and justifies, in the case of industrial CO2 storage, the assumptions of incompressible flow with no
consideration of capillary pressure. The obtained analytical solution allows the quick assessment of both the
quantity and the location of mobile gas left during imbibition.

CO2 geological storage, safety, quick assessment, residual trapping, hysteresis
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1 Introduction
In addition to non-emitting and renewable energy production among others,
carbon dioxide capture and storage (CCS) is considered as a promising option to
ensure the necessary decrease of CO2 anthropogenic emissions (IPCC 2005).
Regarding the storage capacity needed to develop geological sequestration at a
large scale, saline aquifers offer good potentials (Bachu 2002). Its industrial
development in those formations is above all conditioned by its safety
demonstration (IEAGHG 2007). A comprehensive strategy should then be
adopted, made up of a risk assessment, a monitoring plan and a corrective
measures plan as stated by the European Directive on the geological storage of
carbon dioxide (EC 2009).
Several modes of trapping take part in the confinement within saline aquifers: as a
gas phase, the buoyant CO2 can be trapped below an impermeable cap rock layer
(structural trapping, e.g. Bachu et al. 1994) or disconnected from the main cluster
and immobilized due to capillary forces (capillary or residual trapping, e.g. Juanes
et al. 2006); dissolved in brine, it can be trapped in the aqueous phase (solubility
trapping, e.g. Ennis-King and Paterson 2005) before reacting with rocks and
precipitating (mineral trapping, e.g. Bachu et al. 1994; Gunter et al. 1997). These
trapping mechanisms occur under specific conditions (notably geological,
hydraulic and chemical) and over different time scales. Structural trapping alone
is not sufficient to prevent migration of CO2 in case of cap-rock anomaly for
instance (Nghiem et al. 2009). The evaluation of safer modes (residual, solubility
and mineral trapping) is then essential; this study is focused on residual trapping
as it has been shown as the fastest mode of trapping (e.g. Qi et al. 2009; Juanes et
al. 2010).
When injecting supercritical CO2 (gas-like since it is less dense and viscous than
the native brine – we use the term gas in the following) into saline aquifers (liquid
phase), the native brine is drained by CO2 (the liquid saturation decreases). The
formation minerals being naturally water-wet, the liquid phase can be considered
as the wetting fluid (Juanes et al. 2005). When the injection stops, according to
the driving forces, some parts of the initial plume will experience a wetting stage
(gas saturation decreases) while others will continue being in drainage stage.
Wetting (also called imbibition) may either occur naturally in response to regional
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groundwater flow or to gravity currents (i.e. “natural” imbibition), or artificially in
response to liquid injection through wells in depth (i.e. “artificial” imbibition).
Artificial imbibition aims at increasing the storage efficiency (e.g. Qi et al. 2009)
or at forcing the immobilization of the injected CO2 in case of significant
“irregularities” detected at the reservoir level (Manceau et al. 2010) or at the level
of a potentially impacted groundwater aquifer (Esposito and Benson 2010).
When imbibition occurs, the gas saturation decreases until a residual gas
saturation that corresponds to the amount of gas that is capillary trapped and
hence immobilized. This Darcy’s scale observation is explained (e.g. by
Lenormand et al. 1983; Suicmez et al. 2008) by the displacement phenomena
governing the interactions between the wetting and non-wetting phase at pore
scale (i.e. piston-like displacement, cooperative pore-body filling and snap-off).
These phenomena lead to the immobilization of the wetting liquid during drainage
(through by-passing) and of the non-wetting gas (through by-passing and snapoff) explaining the residual trapping observed. The trapped fraction depends on
the initial saturation since, for instance, when the non-wetting phase initial
concentration is lower, the number of potential sites where snap-off can occur is
lower as well.
Moreover, a contact angle hysteresis modification between drainage and
imbibition occurs due to the surface roughness and due to the wettability change
once the non-wetting phase has been introduced (Valvatne 2004; de Gennes et al.
2004). This hysteresis effect is taken into account at Darcy’s scale with the
dependence of the characteristic curves describing the two-phase flow (i.e.
evolution of the relative permeability and capillary pressure functions) on the
saturation history. In order to measure supercritical CO2 – brine characteristic
curves, several experimental technics exist as the steady and unsteady state usual
approaches. However, the specificities of the CO2 (notably the reactivity with
rock) and of the reservoir rock (types and heterogeneity) as well as the large range
of pressure-temperature conditions that have to be tested make difficult the full
interpretation of the measurements (Müller, 2011). Hence, the hysteresis
phenomenon as well as its amplitude still remains little known in the field of
geological CO2 storage.
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Capillary trapping assessment is essential in a safety management perspective.
Aiming either at evaluating the plume behaviour under a natural groundwater
flow or designing the injection parameters (e.g. rate, injection period) in order to
create an “artificial imbibition”, an estimation of the temporal trapped gas
quantity evolution and of the spatial distribution of gas saturation (mobile and
immobile) is of first importance.
In the present paper, we develop in this purpose an analytical solution applying
the classical fractional flow theory, and including trapping and hysteresis models
to incorporate history dependant processes. In this study, we focus on the
“artificial” imbibition case.

2 Review of existing models
By its very objective, the developed solution should describe the evolution of the
gas plume as well as the residual trapping that occurs as soon as brine is injected.
Both phenomena are described through different kinds of models from which our
solution is derived. In this matter, we present a brief overview of the existing
models.
2.1 Trapping and hysteresis models
Multi-phase flow modelling implies the use of characteristic curves describing, at
Darcy’s scale, the interactions between the different phases. They represent the
evolutions of both capillary pressure and relative permeabilities (associated to the
wetting and the non-wetting phase). In a first approach, the capillary pressure and
relative permeabilities are functions of one phase saturation only (e.g. van
Genuchten 1980; Brooks & Corey 1966).
However these models fail in representing the hysteretic phenomena explained in
the previous section. In this view, the trapped fraction should be determined at
first (with a trapping model) and, subsequently, the history-dependent relative
permeabilities and capillary pressure functions should be assessed as a function of
the saturation, of the trapped fraction and of the process in progress (with a
hysteresis model). Please note that the trapped wetting phase fraction is
commonly considered constant. As an illustration of the hysteresis model, Figure
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1 depicts the evolution of the gas relative permeability during drainage and
wetting processes.
One of the most classic non-wetting phase trapping models is Land’s model
(1968). This model being only suitable for water-wet media, Spiteri et al. (2008)
developed a new model for other wettablilities. Several hysteresis models have
been built based on Land’s trapping model, amongst whom are Carlson’s (1981),
and Parker and Lenhard’s (Parker and Lenhard 1987; Lenhard and Parker 1987).
They are based on classical non-hysteretic relative permeability and capillary
pressure models and give the characteristic curves during drainage and wetting
(for the primary drainage-imbibition cycle and for the following cycles).
[Fig.1]
2.2 Models describing gas plume dynamics
Safety (e.g. leakage concerns) and performance (e.g. injectivity issues)
assessments in the field of CO2 geological storage notably require plume
extension models. Many analytical and numerical models have been developed,
based on existing fluid mechanics theories. Analytical models allow quick and
flexible computations while numerical models allow dealing with the complexity
of the phenomena.
Two main families have emerged among analytical and semi-analytical models
aiming at characterizing the evolution of one phase in another one (Dentz and
Tartakovsky 2009). The first approach studies the shape of one phase plume
assuming a marked delimitation between the two phases that do not mixed (at
Darcy’s scale sense) while the second is focused on the evolution of one phase in
terms of its saturation profile.
The first family of models (called here sharp interface models) are based on the
so-called sharp interface approximation stipulating that the CO2 saturation
gradient thickness is low compared to the distances concerned. Capillary forces
are neglected in these models. After Bear’s work (1972), some expressions have
been derived specifically for CO2 sequestration in deep saline aquifers, first for
the injection period when gravity forces can be neglected (Nordbotten et al. 2005;
Nordbotten and Celia 2006) and then for post-injection period (with gravity
forces) (Hesse et al. 2007). While these works were carried out for horizontal and
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undisturbed aquifers, others studied the effects of sloppy formations (Hesse et al.
2006) and of groundwater flow (Juanes and MacMinn 2008; Juanes et al. 2010;
MacMinn et al. 2010). Some of the previously cited works (Hesse et al. 2006;
Juanes and MacMinn 2008; Juanes et al. 2010; MacMinn et al. 2010) also
included capillary trapping after imbibition following Kochina et al. (1983).
However, these models assumed a constant residual gas saturation after wetting,
hence neglecting the history-dependent processes.
The second family of models (named here Buckley-Leverett models) uses the
fractional flow theory and is based on Buckley-Leverett equation (Buckley and
Leverett 1942) that, neglecting gravity and capillary pressure, allows finding a
solution for saturation variability. Concerning CO2 geological sequestration, Noh
et al. (2007) and Zeidouni et al. (2009) used this approach to model drainage
occurring during injection. They took into account solubility and partitioning of
the several components (CO2, water) into both phases; Noh et al. (2007) also
considered capillary trapping during wetting with a constant residual gas
saturation.
These two kinds of models are very similar since the underlying theory is alike.
The governing equation comes from continuity and Darcy’s equations. In the
sharp interface models, the purpose is to estimate the shape of the gas plume. The
sharp interface and the vertical equilibrium (or Dupuit) approximations are made
so that the gas saturation can be replaced by the height of gas (interface height).
The capillary pressure, which is neglected in the Buckley-Leverett models, is
replaced, in the sharp interface models, by a “pseudo-capillary” pressure (Gasda et
al. 2009), which is the difference of both phases fluid-static pressures. Practically,
the additional approximations made in the sharp-interface models allow using the
Buckley-Leverett models in two dimensions (Yortsos 1995).
In this paper, we propose a solution for the gas plume evolution taking into
account variable residual gas saturation. As described by the existing trapping
models, this value is highly influenced by the gas saturation reached before
imbibition. Moreover, these history-dependent effects have been shown to be
significant (this was numerically demonstrated for instance by Doughty 2007).
Therefore, in our study, we prefer Buckley-Leverett models to the sharp interface
ones since the saturation variability is of first importance. A similar choice has
6

been made by Furati (1997), followed by van Kats and van Duijn (2001), who
studied the effects of relative permeabilities hysteresis.

3 Mathematical model
The model should enable the representation of a CO2 injection (at a constant rate
 ) followed by a forced imbibition (at a constant rate  ) and the associated

saturation variations in terms of trapped and mobile gas (see the conceptual layout
on Figure 2). We focus on the artificial brine injection and use a 1D radially
symmetric geometry.
[Fig.2]
We apply the fractional flow theory (Buckley and Leverett 1942), considering the
flow incompressible and immiscible.
The continuity equation gives:
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The governing equation for the gas injection period gets simpler:
(4)
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This arbitrary choice leads to the same governing equation for both injection
periods. The reformulation of the equation (4) leads to the so-called BuckleyLeverett equation:
(6)
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denotes the similarity variable, i.e. the suitable combination of

primary variables corresponding to the velocity of the waves, which are solutions
of the conservation law (see e.g. Lax 1972). In other words, the equation (6) states
that the increasing rate of the “dimensionless area” 1 < (in this case of an

(

axisymmetric geometry) swept over by a specified saturation is given by ( , i.e.


by the variations of the gas fractional flow when saturation changes.

Then, the Buckley-Leverett equation naturally implies studying fractional flow
function. As mentioned previously, the fractional flow is a function of the
dynamic viscosities, which can be taken constant under the incompressible,
immiscible and isothermal flow assumptions and of the relative permeabilities that
depends on the saturation as well as on the history of the saturation evolutions.
Because of hysteresis effects, separated works are done according to the flow
process occurring (drainage or imbibition).
3.1 Phase I: gas injection
When injecting gas in native brine, both liquid and gas permeabilities will follow
the so-called primary drainage curve (that depends on the model chosen).
The flow function is generally considered as S-shaped in literature (e.g. Furati
1997 and Medeiros et al. 1998), i.e. convex on part of the saturation interval and
concave on the complementary one. It implies a physical impossibility in
Buckley-Leverett equation, the derivative of the flux function having the same
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value for two different saturations. The problem can nevertheless be solved by
means of a shock, thus introducing a discontinuity in the saturation profile
(Buckley and Leverett 1942). This multivalued situation is due to the no-capillary
pressure approximation. The discontinuity must satisfy the jump condition (Lax
1972; Smoller 1994). This gives the velocity of the shock (denoted =->?@A):
(7)
Where – and

;BC$D 

N
P
,F%G G& H,IJKLM
O8,F%G G& H,IJKLM
O
P
N
,IJKLM 8,IJKLM

refer to downstream and upstream of =->?@A. Note that



,(RRS HT,BC$D
O and T,CC$D
are equal to zero (downstream of the

advancing gas front, only native brine is present).

Welge (1952) sets-up a practical and graphical technique to find out the shock
saturation as well as its velocity. As a matter of fact, the discontinuity (or
advancing gas front) saturation can then be retrieved graphically plotting the line
passing through the origin and tangent to the fractional flow curve; the front
velocity is its slope. The rest of the gas saturation profile, obtained through
Buckley-Leverett equation, then starts, at the vicinity of the injection point, from
the residual liquid saturation and decreases progressively to reach the saturation
front saturation.
3.2 Phase II: Brine injection
When injecting brine, the gas saturation decreases and one moves along the
fractional flow curve in the opposite direction than for phase I. However, this
function is different from the drainage one, since the relative permeability curves
are prone to hysteresis effects.
The problem is the same though, since the curve is still S-shape meaning that a
saturation discontinuity will occur at the leading edge of the injected brine, with a
velocity given by the Rankine-Hugoniot condition. Contrary to the previous
phase, gas is still present and flows upward as well as downward of the imbibition
front. Moreover, the saturation on both sides of this front evolves over time:
downward to the front, drainage is still going on and the saturation can be
obtained by means of the drainage fractional flow curves; wetting is occurring
upward and the saturation is obtained through imbibition fractional flow curves.
Please note that the imbibition fractional curves depend on the saturation reached
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when the flow reversal occurs (corresponding to the downward saturation), which
means that the velocity of the imbibition front depends on the reversal flow
saturation as well:
(8)

;BC$DD 

where ,XYY,P

N
P
,F%G G& 9,IJKLMM
:8, UV V   ,WP
9,IJKLMM
:
,IJKLMM
,
P
N
,IJKLMM
8,IJKLMM

,IJKLMM

corresponds to the imbibition gas fractional flow


function associated to a reversal saturation equal to T,BC$DD
. This expression is

clearly complex, as infinity of such imbibition gas fractional flow curves have to
be computed to solve the entire problem.
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We therefore decide to introduce the following approximation T,BC$DD



T HT,BC$DD
O; we call it the “instantaneous trapping” approximation since we

consider that, as soon as the imbibition front reaches a specific saturation, a jump
towards the associated residual saturation is instantaneously done. Please note that
this assumption is conservative in that the front velocity obtained is lower.
This choice leads to:
(9)

;BC$DD 
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P
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O


P
\T HT,CCDD
O]  0. ;BC$DD is then
By definition, ,XYY,,IJKLMM

independent of the imbibition curves which considerably simplifies the problem.
This assumption is justified by the following reasoning. Gas fractional flow

function depends on mobility ratio (# ⁄# O in that the lower this ratio, the higher

the gas flow and thus the more left-shifted the inflection point of the S-shaped

function. Given relative permeability functions, one can infer that the saturation
interval where the gas fractional flow is convex is smaller when the viscosity ratio
decreases (e.g. McWorther 1990). In the case of CO2 geological storage, gas
viscosity is much lower than liquid one and the viscosity ratio is particularly low.
The difference between the saturation directly downstream the imbibition front
and the residual gas saturation is then likely to be slight (additional discussion on
the validity of this approximation is provided in section 5.2).
By introducing this assumption, it is possible to establish for each brine injection
time the saturation profile that is made of the profile corresponding to the
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drainage phase downward of the advancing brine front and, upward, of the
residual saturation calculated from the saturation reached by the brine advancing
front at earlier time (see Figure 3 for the illustration of the elaboration
methodology of the gas saturation profile).
[Fig.3]

4 Evolution of trapped CO2 quantity during
imbibition
4.1 Trapped CO2 quantity: solution
Let us consider a saturation value T. The first step consists in determining the

brine injection time (/), at which the brine front intercepts the saturation T. The
“dimensionless area” reached by the injected brine at / is:

1YS H/O<  _! ;BC$DD H5O a5.
`

(10)

The dimensionless area reached by the gas saturation T at / is:
1b H/O< 

(11)

(,F%G G&
HSOτ.
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These two areas being equal,
(12)

_! ;BC$DD H5O a5 
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The differentiation according to / gives:
(13)
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which leads to the following separable equation:

(14)
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Integrated between 1 and a chosen time / ∗ , corresponding respectively to collision
saturations 1 i T and T ∗ , we get the time at which the brine front reaches one

specific saturation (here T ∗ ):
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(15)
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Taking T ∗  T,BC$D
, one retrieves the complete trapping dimensionless time.

One can deduce the dimensionless radius at which this collision occurs:
(16)

1CB,∗  1∗ H/ ∗ O  o

(,F%G G&
HT ∗ O
(

∙ /HT ∗ O,

from which the dimensioned volume of mobile gas qSS as well as the mobile

gas mass fraction +SS can be inferred as a function of the saturation reached

by the imbibition front:
(17)
(18)
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N
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Combining it with equation (15), we obtain this fraction as a function of the brine
injection time.
4.2 Results on a reference test case
The following reference test case is considered: supercritical CO2 is injected into a
20 m thick and 1200 m depth homogeneous aquifer (initially completely saturated
with native water) through a vertical injection well that fully penetrates the
reservoir. Properties and initial conditions of a deep aquifer likely to be suitable
for CO2 sequestration are provided in Table 1 mainly based on Pruess and
Spycher paper (2007), with no salinity in our case.
[Table1]
The following scenario is considered: CO2 is injected in the storage aquifer at a
rate of 250 kt/y. An irreversible “abnormal behaviour” is assumed to occurr and to
be detected after one year of injection (e.g. CO2 escaping from the storage
aquifer). To mitigate such a risk event, the following corrective action is
implemented; water is injected at a rate of 160 kt/y (44 m3/h) in the view to
enhance and accelerate gas trapping, i.e. to immobilize CO2 by forcing the wetting
process (see e.g. Manceau et al., 2010).
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Please note that we considered Land’s trapping model associated to Lenhard and
Parker’s hysteretic relative permeability functions (Lenhard and Parker 1987).
Table 2 gives the values chosen for the trapped saturation and permeability
functions computation.
[Table2]
Figure 4 depicts the analytical model results. It provides the analytical solutions
for gas saturation profile after several water injection duration times and the
temporal evolution of mobile gas fraction during water injection. The injected 250
kt of CO2 are completely trapped after less than one year of water injection
(Figure 4b).
[Fig.4]

5 Discussion on the underlying assumptions
5.1 Fluid properties dependence on pressure
The flow is considered incompressible in Buckley-Leverett theory and the fluids
density and viscosity are fixed. However, the pressure varies in a significant range
(over time and space) when injecting CO2 (see e.g. Zhou et al. 2008) so that fluid
parameters can change over a wide range of values during injection. Please note
that the effects of CO2 incompressibility approximation in analytical sharpinterface models have been recently explored by Vilarrasa et al. (2010). They
found out that the error in the interface position due to this assumption is rather
small when viscous forces dominate.
From a user perspective, only one couple density-viscosity is chosen in the
analytical model. Several choices can be done:
-

the values for an estimated pressure that would correspond to a maximum
or a mean value during both injections (CO2 and water), but this requires
the use of a pressure estimation model;

-

the values at initial pressure (we consider the temperature constant in that
paper); this choice was made in section 4.2. These values can easily be
computed from tables or formulas, but the viscosity and density may be
underestimated, hence influencing the multiphase flow processes.
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As the second choice seems more convenient, we explore in the following the
influence on the results of such an assumption. To validate the analytical model
on that point, i.e. to explore the effects of the spatial and temporal pressure
variations, a comparison with numerical simulations that account for these
variations is necessary. For this purpose, the multiphase fluid flow transport code
TOUGH2 (Pruess et al. 1999) including the EOS module ECO2N (Pruess 2005)
and a hysteresis module (see Doughty 2009) is used. In this last module, Land’s
trapping model is considered with hysteretic characteristic functions derived from
van Genuchten’s capillary pressure function (van Genuchten 1980) and based on
Lenhard and Parker’s relative permeabilities (Lenhard and Parker 1987).
For a proper comparison, please note that, in the numerical simulations:
-

the geometry and properties are the same than in the reference test case;

-

the solubility of components in both phases is not considered;

-

the gravity is neglected in the numerical simulations (1D horizontal mesh);

-

the salinity is set to zero;

-

the capillary pressure is neglected;

-

the flow is isothermal.

To investigate the influence of pressure variations (across space and time) a range
of numerical simulations are carried out given different injection conditions, i.e.
compressibility conditions: (1) 95 and 60 kt/y for CO2 and water respectively
(“low” injection rates); (2) 250 and 160 kt/y (“moderate” injection rates) and (3)
500 and 315 kt/y (“high” injection rates).
The saturation profiles after four months of water injection and the mobile gas
mass fraction are compared to the solutions given by the analytical model for a
density-viscosity couple corresponding to the initial pressure. The comparison
shows very satisfactory match (see Figure 5 and Figure 6); the best fit is obtained
logically at low rates when compressibility effects are the less significant (when
the pressure is the closest to the initial one); the relatively good match is observed
between the profiles even at high rates despite the deviations between densityviscosity values taken in the analytical model and the values computed in the
numerical simulations (Figure 7 depicts these deviations just after the end of the
CO2 injection). More precisely, increasing the pressure does not result in strong
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differences for the imbibition front positions and mobile gas mass fraction while
the gas advancement front seems more sensitive to those pressure effects.
[Fig.5]
[Fig.6]
[Fig.7]
In order to explain the results obtained, we explore the respective influence of
density and viscosity changes (by decoupling them). Figure 8 depicts the
analytical solution (for the case with “high” injection rates) with gas properties
taken at initial aquifer pressure (120 bars, see Table 1), and with gas density and
viscosity taken alternatively and then together at high pressure (180 bars, μu 

7.04 ∙ 108x Pa. s, ρu  790kg. m8 ).

Keeping the same mass injection rate, changes in gas density induce changes in
gas injection volumetric rate; then, at a given time and in the drainage zone, the
saturation (and notably the leading one) will be closer to the injection well for
higher values of density. However, this statement does not hold for the imbibition
front: the saturation propagation in the drainage zones being more rapid when
density is low, the water advancement front collide with higher gas saturations.
However, the velocity of this front depends on the reached saturation so that it is
higher when the saturation is lower. The imbibition front will therefore reach a
higher distance for a higher density value (see on Figure 8). According to equation
(18), mobile gas mass fraction (as a function of the saturation reached or as a
function of the dimensionless time) does not depend on density; however, coming
back to dimensioned time requires gas density (through the injection rates ratio).
Concretely, the mobile gas mass fraction left after a given water injection period
is less significant for higher density values (see on Figure 8).
Gas viscosity plays a role in the gas fractional flow as a gas with a lower viscosity
flows more easily within water (i.e. fractional flow is higher). The velocity of the
gas advancement front is higher for lower viscosity values (see on Figure 8). For
the same quantity of gas injected (changing viscosity has no influence on the
volumetric injection rates), the saturation at a given distance of the well is then
lower with a lower viscosity (it is true for the whole profile except close to the
advancement gas front). The imbibition front will be faster when the gas is less
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viscous (see on Figure 8). In addition, Figure 8 shows larger trapped quantities for
lower viscosity values.
According to this discussion, defining constant viscosity and density value at
initial conditions may lead to an overestimation of the leading drainage front.
However, regarding the imbibition front and above all mobile gas mass fraction,
viscosity and density-related processes act to compensate each other leading to
little differences even for relatively large pressure differences.
[Fig.8]
5.2 Influence of the capillary pressure
Including capillary effects in equation (1) amounts to add a diffusion-like term
(see e.g. Pinder and Celia 2006). Practically, this will induce changes in the flow
but also a smoothing of the sharp fronts (i.e. CO2 and injected water fronts).
Integrating the capillary term in the fractional flow formula gives:
(19)
with C   i  .
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, is negative in the drainage part of the plume and

positive in the imbibition zone, which means that capillary effects will lead to a
gas flow increase in the drainage part and a reduction in the wetting one. In
literature, these effects are mostly neglected when advective effects are enough
significant so that the difference in capillary pressure during saturation evolution
is usually considered low compared to pressure gradients. Errors due to this
simplification will be maximized for high saturation gradient (Juanes and Patzek
2002): at both fronts level, there is a capillary fringe where the differences in
saturation profile with or without capillary effects get more significant; the fronts
are then smoother with capillary effects. In particular, the smoothing of the
imbibition front renders questionable the instantaneous trapping hypothesis
explained in section 3.2 that leads to a more sharpened front.
To examine the effects of neglecting capillary pressure and of the additional
instantaneous trapping approximation, we run numerical simulations of the
application case including capillary pressure and for different injecting rates (the
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same than for the previous section). In the code used, the capillary pressure
evolution is derived from van Genuchten’s capillary pressure function in order to
take into account hysteresis effects. The chosen capillary strength is 1 bar with a
van Genuchten  equal to 0.457.

Figure 9 and Figure 10 confirm the more significant influence of capillary effects
for lower rates. The gas saturation profiles show that the analytical model
underestimates the position of the leading CO2 and water advancement fronts.
Quantitatively, the no-capillary pressure and instantaneous trapping
approximations lead to more significant differences than the incompressible flow
one. However, CO2 injection operations and possible remediation measures in
case of abnormal behaviour of the storage complex mostly imply moderate to high
rates (i.e. industrial rates of the same order of magnitude of other underground
activities such as deep geothermal activities) and hence, the simplifications made
do not affect considerably the results, especially the trapped quantity evolution
(Figure 10).
[Fig.9]
[Fig.10]

6 Summary and further works
An analytical Buckley-Leverett model has been set-up for CO2 injection followed
by a brine injection in a radially symmetric geometry. An analytical solution for
saturation profile has been derived, which renders possible the assessment of the
mobile gas remaining in the system as a function of the brine injection time. It
then provides the quantity and the location of the mobile gas, which are both of
primary importance when dealing with CCS safety.
This assessment method is flexible to the chosen trapping and hysteresis models.
It is rather simple and quick since, concerning the hysteresis model, it only
requires the formula of the first drainage relative permeabilities functions. The
solutions indeed do not depend on capillary pressure curves neither on relative
permeabilities for imbibition and for the other cycles. This simplicity allows the
implementation in spreadsheet type software.
The analytical solution is based on a range of simplifications and assumptions
whose influence has been explored by means of the comparison with numerical
17

simulations. This comparison showed that the effects of the incompressible flow
simplification are low especially concerning the evolution of the mobile gas
quantity; the capillary pressure influence logically decreases when injection rates
increase and becomes negligible as soon as industrial rates are concerned.
Moreover, the instantaneous trapping approximation does not have major
consequences on the results.
A second trapping mechanism plays an important role, namely the solubility
trapping (CO2 dissolution) and acts as an additional safety guaranty against
gaseous CO2 leakage (e.g. Ennis-King and Paterson 2005). Further developments
of the analytical solution will then be focused on the integration of mutual
solubility between phases.
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Figures

Figure 1: Evolution of the gas relative permeability including hysteresis effects: in drainage phase
(increasing of gas saturation), the gas relative permeability curve is the blue curve. According to
the turning point between drainage and imbibition (here pt.1, pt.2 or pt.3), the gas relative
permeability curve for imbibition process is different. Please note that the residual saturations
(Sgr1, Sgr2 and Sgr3) depend on the turning points and are computed with a trapping model. The
models used and the associated parameters are the ones used later on in this paper (in section 4.2)

Figure 2: Conceptual layout of the gas saturation evolution a) during gas injection (phase I) and b)
during the following brine injection (phase II)
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Figure 3: Gas saturation profile at different instant times: t1 (end of the CO2 injection period), t2
and t3 (after given times of brine injection) so that t1<t2<t3. Upward to the brine advancement front,
the profile consists in saturation waves still evolving in the drainage phase. Downward to the
imbibition front the profile is made of the residual saturations calculated from the saturation
reached at earlier time – e.g. at t2, the brine advancement front has reached the saturation
corresponding to a residual saturation of

Figure 4: Analytical solution a) for the gas saturation profile for three different brine injection
periods following one year of gas injection and b) for mass fraction of mobile gas remaining as a
function of brine injection time
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Figure 5: Comparison analytical-numerical gas saturation results for low (up), medium (middle)
and high (down) injection rates (note the different horizontal axis scale). The dissolution process is
removed in the numerical simulator

Figure 6: Analytical and numerical results concerning the mobile gas mass fraction evolution for
different injection rates. The injection rates ratio being the same for the rates used in the numerical
simulations, the analytical solutions for mass fraction evolution of mobile gas are the same. The
dissolution process is removed in the numerical simulator
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Figure 7: Deviations between (a) density and (b) viscosity values taken in the analytical model and
the values computed in the numerical simulations after 1 year of CO2 injection (at three different
rates)

Figure 8: Effects of viscosity and density changes on the analytical solution – a) saturation profile,
b) mobile gas mass fraction evolution
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Figure 9: Comparison analytical-numerical (with capillary effects) gas saturation results for low
(up), medium (middle) and high (down) injection rates (note the different horizontal axis scale).
The dissolution process is removed in the numerical simulator

Figure 10: Analytical and numerical (with capillary effects) results concerning the mobile gas
mass fraction evolution for different injection rates. The dissolution process is removed in the
numerical simulator
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Table 1: Initial conditions chosen in the simulations
Initial pressure

120 bars

Initial temperature

45 °C

Porosity

0.12

Initial salinity

0 g.l-1

Gas phase density

659 kg.m-3

Liquid phase density

995 kg.m-3

Gas phase viscosity

5.2·10-5 Pa.s

Liquid phase viscosity

5.98·10-4 Pa.s

Table 2: Input parameters
van Genuchten m

0.457

Residual liquid saturation

Slr = 0.2

Maximum residual gaseous saturation

Sgrmax = 0.2

The original version is available at www.springerlink.com
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